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The most frequently chosen activities were: gymnastics and orchestra (each 28%), preparing a meal (31%), walking (outside, 33%), watering plants (38%), and feeding pets (40%). In a retest one week after the initial interview 69.4% agreement of chosen activities was seen.
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While all sites had hand hygiene programs, other recommended areas were not a focus and many sites were not aware of available resources. Developing ways to ensure effective, efficient and standardized infection prevention and control in NHs continues to be a national priority.
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Levels of adherence to the home exercise program were 1.2 to 3.5 times more than the minimum prescribed dose and participants demonstrated higher levels of self-efficacy for exercise.
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Physical abuse by a non-resident was the most common type of abuse/neglect reported each year, representing an average of 28% of total abuse/neglect complaints.
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PBH-LCI:D measures a unique construct and therefore should be useful as a marker of caregiver needs for education and behavioral change coaching, and as the foundation for developing interventions to enhance caregiver activation and successful partnership with clinicians.
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Only 7.5% to 33% of patients report claudication as being part of their symptom experience. However, there is little evidence supporting atypical symptom reporting. The study purpose was to describe the full spectrum of symptoms experienced by older and younger individuals with PAD.
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The Self-Efficacy for Exercise Scale appears to have satisfactory validity and reliability among older adults in South Korea.
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Understanding older peoples’ arguments for seeking hospital care may have implications for how homecare staff address individuals’ perceived needs. Fulfillment of perceived health needs may reduce avoidable hospitalizations and consequently improve quality of life.
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